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EDITOR’S NOTE 
The idea for RAMpage came 
towards the start of lockdown, after 
realising that our final (and most fun) 
term was going to be online. With 
musical motivation proving difficult 
for many, the aim was to bring 
students together in a creative 
project to explore interests and skills 
beyond our instruments now that we 
had the time. 

The widespread enthusiastic 
response quickly led to discussion 
on the name and logo, with lots of 
suggestions edited and voted on 
over social media. From there we 
formed a core team, assigned roles, 
and ‘met’ for the first time over 
Zoom. For me, one of the most 
exciting parts of this process has 
been connecting with students in 
other years and departments, who I 
likely would never have met, that 
share an interest in journalism and 
creating. 

We quickly realised that the first 
edition needed to address the two 
biggest challenges facing a world in 
turmoil: the impact of COVID 19, on 
the music profession and more 
generally, and the Black Lives  
Matter movement, and the ways in 
which the classical music industry 
must work on inclusivity and 
education. 
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I was also keen to include a lighter 
‘back section’, where you will find 
recipes, art, and poetry- all 
created by RAM students in 
lockdown. The aim for the 
newspaper is to produce three full 
editions a year, with more regular 
updates on the website. If you are 
a RAM student, new or existing, 
and would like to get involved, 
please send me an email - we 
would love to have you. 

For now, I hope you enjoy this first 
‘lockdown edition’ and I will finish 
with a huge thank you to our 
amazing designer and artist, 
Hannah Stell, without whom none 
of this would be possible. 

Ellen Wilkinson – 
ellen.wilkinson19@ram.ac.uk 
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For many people over the last few 
months and amidst the whirlwind of 
COVID-19, environmental issues have 
taken a backseat with health and 
hygiene understandably becoming a 
priority. At the beginning of 2020, Greta 
Thunberg and the rise of the youth 
climate movement was prevalent in 
the news, inspiring thousands of 
students across the globe to march on 
strike in an attempt to push 
governments to take our climate 
emergency more seriously. Over the 
last 12 months we have read about 
wildfires in the Amazon - which saw 
the devastation of nearly 3800 square 
miles in July 2019 - and in Australia - 
which saw one of the worst bush fire 
seasons on record.  

For the last few 
months, however,  
mainstream news 
has been taken over 
by the singular topic 
of the coronavirus, 
and with many 
environmentalists 
claiming that the 
environmental crisis 
is just as important 
as the pandemic, this 
lack of  coverage is a 
huge setback after a 
year of hard-earned 
progress in the 
climate movement.  

The COVID-19 
pandemic has seen 
a huge increase in 
single use plastics 
across the globe.  

With disposed single 
use masks, latex 
gloves, and bottles of 
hand sanitizer being 
dubbed 'COVID 
waste', the worry that 
this wave in single  

 

 

 

use plastics will result in a surge of 
ocean pollution is already becoming a 
reality. Divers in France, Hong Kong, 
and other locations throughout the 
world have already found this waste 
washing up on beaches, floating in the 
ocean, and trailing along the ocean 
floor with all the other single use 
plastics that haven't been properly 
managed. 

This is even more worrying when you 
look at the figures: single use face 
masks have a lifetime of about 450 
years. UCL's Plastic Waste innovation 
Hub worked out that "If every person in 
the UK used one single-use face mask 
each day for a year, it would create 
66,000 tonnes of contaminated plastic  

COVID 19 – Plastic Pandemic 

waste - ten times more climate 
change impact than using 

reusable masks." 

By Rowena Taylor 
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https://www.plasticwastehub.org.uk/
https://www.plasticwastehub.org.uk/
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The most frustrating part of this plastic 
problem is that a huge percentage of it 
is avoidable. Whilst governments have 
recommended - and in some cases 
insisted - that face masks be worn, 
single use latex gloves can actually do 
more harm than good. COVID-19 is 
transmitted through mucus 
membranes (i.e. eyes, nose, mouth), 
and cannot be caught through the 
skin. The virus can linger both on your 
skin, and on latex, so unless wearing 
the gloves stops you from touching 
your face, there is little use for them. I 
watched a video by a Dr. Samir Gupta 
for some insight into single use gloves. 
He explained that wearing gloves can 
give a false sense of security, and that 
you are more likely to accidentally 
touch a surface and then your face, 
and less likely to wash your hands 
after removing the gloves. Given that 
the average person touches their face 
about 20 times an hour, being aware 
of what you touch when in public, and 
then washing your hands properly is 
surely a much better method of 
hygiene than wearing single use 
gloves.  

The worrying truth is that COVID-19 
has slowed down the move away from 
single use plastics that the 
environmental movement has been 
pushing for years. In April 2020, 
government Environmental Protection 
Regulations were meant to be put into 
action, banning the use of plastic 
straws, cotton buds and stirrers, 
however this was delayed to reduce 
further possible burden on industries, 
and has remained uncovered by 
popular media. The UK government 
seems to be using the pandemic as an 
excuse to ignore the other global crisis 
that is staring us in the face, and they 
are not the only ones. Businesses too 
are backtracking when it comes to 
reusable containers instead of single 
use alternatives. Restaurants open for 
takeaway only are using disposable 
cups and cutlery, and are not 
accepting customers' reusable 
containers. Coffee chains - starting 
with Starbucks - are refusing 'keep 
cups' on the basis of hygiene, despite 

a statement endorsed by over 100 
health experts (including virologists 
and doctors) claiming that "Reusable 
products are safe to use even during 
the coronavirus pandemic as long as 
basic hygiene practices are employed. 
Single-use plastic is not inherently 
safer than reusable products as the 
virus can remain infectious on both 
surfaces for varying time."  

So, what can you do? The smallest, 
simplest things you can do as an 
individual to cut down on 'COVID 
waste' are to use a washable fabric 
mask, and to replace single use latex 
gloves with good hand washing 
practice. Over the course of the 
lockdown, more and more online 
shops have begun selling reusable 
masks. If you are looking for an option 
that is local, ethical, and affordable, 
then make your way to the FFSP shop, 
a small start-up created by four 
London-based teens that sells up-
cycled masks (made from 100% cotton 
leftover fabrics and off cuts) in packs 
of two or three, that work out at £5 
each (plus 10% of their profits go to 
Young Minds Charity). Alternatively, if 
you or someone you know has a 
sewing machine and a couple hours 
on your hands, there are many 
patterns available on the internet for 
making your own reusable facemasks.  
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Jack Liebeck is ‘Emile Sauret’ Professor of 
Violin at the Royal Academy of Music and, 
in the year of his 40th birthday, already 
has an exciting and diverse playing 
career. 

 

‘Music is far more relevant than often we 
get given credit for,’ says Jack Liebeck, 
‘Music develops the brain… [music] should 
be considered complementary to Maths… 
It should be a human right to play at 
school.’ 

 

Music has been central to Jack’s life from 
a young age. As a boy, he sang in various 
local choirs before becoming fixated on 
the violin- which he eventually started 
learning at the age of 8. Upon picking up 
the instrument up for the first time, he 
says, ‘it was the first time I truly felt I 
understood anything.’ Six months after his 
first lesson, he auditioned for The Purcell 
School of Music and gained a place.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Five years later at age 13, he was a finalist 
in the BBC Young Musician of the Year 
Competition, and at age 15, he made his 
solo debut with The Halle. ‘We were on a 
mission back then,’ he jokes. 

 

One of his earliest memories in learning 
the violin was going to watch Zachar 
Bron’s class at RAM, with a young Maxim 
Vengerov and Vadim Repin, just 2 weeks 
after his first lesson. This experience 
sparked a long-held admiration for 
Vengerov, who, Jack says, ‘I saw play 
every couple of weeks or so.’ 

In particular Jack admires the powerful 
expressiveness of Vengerov’s playing, 
something which has clearly influenced 
Jack’s own ethos as relates to preparation 
and performance. Jack says he is often 
‘frustrated with the lack of individual 
expression in many modern performers’ 
playing.’ 

 

 

An Interview with Jack Liebeck 
By Joe Lucas 
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He adds, ‘if you put your own personality 
into something there’s a chance someone 
might not like it. Music must tell a story. 
Everyone needs to be brave enough to 
say what they feel.’ 

 

Because of this, in his teaching capacity 
at RAM, Jack sometimes asks his students 
not to listen to recordings of pieces they’re 
learning until right at the end of the 
process, or even after the performance, 
saying ‘you’d pollute your ears with some 
other people’s playing.’ ‘The greats,’ he 
says, ‘weren’t going around listening to 
recordings on YouTube. They were just 
playing it how they felt it.’ The job of a 
musician in learning repertoire, for Jack, is 
to reverse engineer the language of the 
composer, something which you feel 
naturally- not by picking it out from 
somebody else’s recording. Jack’s main 
aim for his students is for them to finish 
studying with him ‘knowing what their job 
is when they’re practising.’ 

 

In his professional life, Jack combines 
music with a fascination for all things 
scientific, which has led to collaborative 
work with many top scientists including 
Professor Brian Cox on projects such as A 
Brief History of Time. A particularly 
exciting collaboration was a performance 
of Messiaen’s Quartet for the End of Time 
preceded by an hour-long lecture by Brian 
Cox on ‘Time.’ Jack says the audience, 
who largely came for Professor Cox’s 
lecture were ‘blown away by the music 
and sat there silently for an hour.’  

Jack believes collaborations such as 
these are key to the flourishing of classical 
music, as we open ourselves to new 
audiences and help them find a new 
language through which really to 
understand their particular fields.  

 

 

 

 

 

He says, ‘you can talk about the beginning 
of time or the size of the universe or the 
futility of human existence all you want, 
but it doesn’t make you feel it. The great 
composers, they can really make you feel 
the size of the universe.’ Musicians ‘need 
to be open to the world and not just play 
our instruments endlessly.’ 

Jack’s three main pieces of advice for 
students currently at the Academy are: 
stay on people’s good side- you will be 
working with these people for the rest of 
your career, dive into chamber music, do 
what your teacher says and do it quickly! 

 

‘One of the really nice things about the 
Academy,’ he jokes ‘is that I’m allowed to 
bring in the dog sometimes, and that 
makes it a totally unique music college… 
when I’m being a bit harsh in my lessons, 
she comes up and kind of says “stop it!”’ 
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In May 2020 we asked the 
RAM community to put on 
their creative hats and have a 
go at designing a logo for 
RAMpage. We received some 
fantastic designs and I would 
like to share with you the 
process of choosing and 
designing a logo. 

Follow our Instagram page to 
see more images of the logo 
design process! 

 

Initial Designs: 

It was decided that the logo 
should incorporate something 
horn or bugle inspired, as a 
joint musical and messenger 
symbol. From this I created 
two sets of initial ideas which 
focused on these design 
concepts.  

From these initial designs we 
chose two logos to be 
developed further: 

 

 

 

 

We chose to develop a logo 
that featured modern, 
minimalistic lines but whilst 
still having a very clear horn 
shape to make sure the 
musical link was prominent.  

 

 

 

The evolution of the RAMpage logo 

Initial Ideas 1 

Initial Ideas 2 

Developed Ideas 

By Hannah Rebecca Stell 
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A big thank you to everyone who submitted 
designs for the logo with particular thanks to 
Helen Kuby and Mike Prokop. 

If you want to get involved and be part of the 
RAMpage Design Team contact me at 
hannah.stell18@ram.ac.uk 

 

 

Once we chose what design we wanted 
to use I moved to using a digital editing 
software to design the final logo.  

The colour of the logo was very 
important. We wanted to have a splash 
of colour to keep the logo vibrant and 
fun, and we decided that using a golden 
colour for the horn would be the most 
suitable.  

Also the positioning of the text was 
carefully considered. We played around 
with many configurations and chose one 
that is compact yet can still be read 
easily.  

And so that brings us to the final logo!  

Check out this logo design by Mike Prokop. Go to the RAMpage website to view more of Mike’s work including 
his comic strip “Turtly’s Technicolour Dream Coat” 
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Interview with RAMpage, Arielle 
Ollagnon x Jamie Perry, Violin 
Alumni 2018.  

This interview has been left in its 
original form. 

AO: What does the Black Lives 
Matter movement mean to you as 
an individual? 

JP: I believe the Black Lives Matter 
Movement stands for the Unheard 
Voices of Black People and the lack 
of care we as a Black community 
have faced for hundreds of years. 
Racism is not a new trend. It is a 
cancer that has grown in America 
and throughout the World for far 
too long. With this movement, 
Awareness, Self Reflection, and 
Change can be birthed in the 
mindset of others who may not 
understand the magnitude of their 
mentality when pertaining to the 
Equal Rights of Every Human, 
including those that may be 
considered different from 
themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AO: Was there anything you felt you 
could not do because of your race? 
How have those events affected 
your life? 

JP: I thank God for allowing me to 
experience the life I’ve lived through 
Music. Being a Black Violinist, it is 
difficult at times to “fit in” to the 
familiar makeup of the Music World. 
There have been times where I was 
the only Person of Colour in some 
performance settings, but that 
never deterred me from my goals.  

There have been a few times where 
the colour of my skin made a 
negative impact in life due to the 
ignorance and malpractice of other 
people; however, I believe it is the 
responsibility of Black People and 
other people to stand up and make 
sure that every Black person feels 
that they can do ANYTHING in this 
life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BLACK LIVES MATTER: A way of life 

Artwork by Jessica Abrahams 
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AO: Why did you choose to settle in 
the city you now live in? Did you 
have difficulties getting a job 
because of your race? 

JP: I was born and raised in 
Houston, TX. The city itself is an 
amazing one and it is one of the 
most diverse cities in the country. I 
have not faced racism in the 
workplace as of yet, but I am sure 
anything can happen in these 
times. I did not face any issues 
finding work, as my dedication, my 
goals, and the forward movement 
of Black People are more important 
to me than the negativity that would 
push us further away from those 
aspirations. 

 

AO: Was there anything you felt you 
could not do because of your race 
and/or identity? 

JP: I can do ALL things through 
Christ who strengthens me. We 
were made to do great things. No 
matter what colour I am, I know that 
my purpose is far greater than 
adversity placed in the way of me 
and my people. 

 

AO: What racist experiences have 
most marked you? How have those 
events affected your life? 

JP: I have had two major 
experiences dealing with racism in 
London. The first involved me and 
another British student of colour in 
RAM. She decided to express to me 
her opinion on how my “American” 
identity cancels out my “Black” 
identity. She proceeded to tell me I 
was not black and I should “never 
let my Americanness get in the way 
of my Blackness”. I was initially 

shocked because this Black 
Woman is telling me that since my 
ancestors were chained, shipped 
unwillingly on boats to a country 
that forced them to build on stolen 
land for 400 plus years, I do not 
qualify as Black? This situation 
caused me to delve deeper into my 
roots to understand who I am and 
where I came from. It also opened a 
door to Racism in All Forms. In this 
situation, a woman who looked like 
me expressed these feelings. It may 
seem backwards, but she 
expressed the feelings of so many 
other people. This mentality must 
be shifted, especially in the minds of 
people who don’t see everyone as 
equal. 

The second incident was far worse. 
While in London, I was called an 
Ugly N***** for not complying with a 
White Male’s attempt to flirt with 
me. It was extremely shocking, but I 
know that the slur was completely 
intentional in order to warrant a 
reaction. I calmly found his full 
name, found his personal 
information via Facebook and 
LinkedIn and proceeded to show 
him how I could literally end his 
career by sending these messages 
to his boss and family members. He 
was extremely apologetic and 
proceeded to beg for forgiveness. It 
was apparent that this racist and 
sick remark came from a place of 
hate and fear, but when called out 
on it, he was so apprehensive and 
tried to play the victim. 

We see hundreds of other cases 
like these: White people believe it is 
all right to say and do whatever 
they please to People of Colour and 
when acknowledged, it is suddenly 
an attack on who they are and the 
situation escalates to a bitter point, 
even to the point of death. Police 
Brutality is a prime example of this.  
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There seems to be a new case too 
often in these times where White 
officers take it into their own hands 
to decide whether a Black person 
lives or dies when they have sworn 
to Protect and Serve. In this 
instance, all Black People are 
affected by the hate crimes 
targeting us and therefore, fear and 
anger grow in the community. 
There will be no rest until every 
voice is an equal voice. 

 

AO: How do you think your 
experience of racism differs from a 
British person of color? How is it 
similar? 

JP: I don’t think they differ. Black is 
Black. No matter how it’s mixed, 
Black will always be Black. There 
may be different racist remarks or 
actions involved, but I believe every 
act of racism is the same in every 
part of the world. The mentality is 
evil across the board. 

 

AO: What are some ways you think 
we can improve the representation 
of people of color in classical 
music? 

JP: Accessibility. Make the music 
that we love accessible to us. When 
I think of Classical Music, I think of 
how privileged I was to be able to 
play music my ancestors never had 
access to. Because I have access 
to the music, it is my responsibility 
to pass the knowledge on to people 
like me, who aspire to do great 
things with Classical Music. 

Recognition. There are many Black 
Composers and Black Musicians 
who are not publicised because of 
lack of information and the 

Whitewashed mentality of Classical 
Music in some cases. Many Black 
musicians play and enjoy classical 
music as well. Recognise that we 
make up a part of the Classical 
World as well and I believe we add 
a great deal to the music that is 
already so well preserved by many 
great artists through the 
generations. 

Finally, Inclusion. Just because 
someone looks different, that never 
measures one’s potential. Allow 
Black People into these spaces. We 
are just as talented. We are just as 
capable. We are just as competent. 
We are just as dedicated. Allow us 
the opportunity to be part of what 
we love. 

 

AO: What are some examples of 
ways you were supported by others 
as a person of color in music? 

JP: I have always had amazing 
allies in my corner. I thank God for 
my friends, colleagues, and 
professors through the years that 
saw the talent in me and not just 
the colour of my skin. It is so 
important that people accept 
everyone for who they are. It will 
create a big difference and a 
different narrative when it comes to 
racism and inequality. 

In the two incidents I shared in the 
previous questions, I always had 
friends to stand up with me. I had 
people around me who took my 
safety and my well-being as a Black 
person seriously.  

There are many who would just look 
over these situations and tell me to 
brush them off, but I am so happy to 
know that the people I am 
associated with are open minded 
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and caring enough to understand 
that though I am different, I am just 
as important as they are. 

 

AO: How can students help support 
Black Lives Matter? 

JP: I will attach the link to their 
website now! There are so many 
ways to help, but some ways to help 
in the midst of the Quarantine 
would be: 

⁃ Advocate for those in need, 
especially people who are seen as 
less than. 

⁃ Educate yourself on current 
events, historical background, and 
the importance of Black Lives and 
the Black Lives Matter Movement. 

⁃ Be understanding during this time. 
A lot of negativity is being shown 
around the world and during this 
time, it is imperative that we keep 
the peace and understanding 
moving forward when it comes to 
the importance of Black Lives. 

There are so many ways to grow in 
the area of understanding, but it is 
up to the individual to search 
themselves and understand where 
they are in their own mentality. If 
growth is required, don’t be afraid 
to ask questions, but do not ignore 
this movement. It is not a trend. It is 
a lifestyle. 

www.blacklivesmatter.com 

 

 

 

AO: What advice or guidance would 
you give to white people who want 
to be allies? 

JP: I would tell every white person I 
know, please consider our humanity 
before you make an assumption 
about who we are as People of 
Colour. The only physical difference 
between us in the melanin in our 
skin. We are all people and we all 
deserve Equal Treatment. It is nice 
to be treated well, but it’s even 
better to be genuinely respected 
and held at the high standards that 
you hold yourselves to. We are all 
willing to do the right thing so that 
our world can move in a positive 
direction, but it is up to you all to 
stand with us as we move forward.  

Do not be afraid of change.  

Do not be afraid of what your 
forefathers were afraid of.  

We are all capable of being 
together, but the mentality of 
racism must be destroyed in order 
to get there. I believe things will get 
better, but let us work together to 
assure a better future for the 
generations to come. 

 

With thanks to Jamie Perry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Academy will be working with 
'Building Inclusive Futures', the 
Stephen Lawrence Charitable Trust's 
social enterprise consultancy, over 
the next academic year.  BIF will help 
us look at all aspects of Academy 
life, from management to 
educational programmes to student 
culture, in order to better understand 
how we can all help to create a more 
inclusive future for music students 
and professionals. 

Please contact Dean of Students Liz 
Kenny for more information. 

http://www.blacklivesmatter.com/
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Lauded as the “Dean of African-
American Classical Composers”, 
William Grant Still (1895-1978) was a 
renowned figure of the early-to-mid 
20th century, whose works attracted 
widespread enthusiasm. He was also a 
person of note in the Harlem 
Renaissance movement; an artistic, 
intellectual and social awakening of 
African-American culture focused in 
Harlem, New York in the 1920s. 

Still grew up in Arkansas, attended 
Wilberforce University and Oberlin 
Conservatory in Ohio, and went on to 
study with the great French composer, 
Edgar Varèse. He initially worked for 
some time as a freelancer on the New 
York commercial music scene in pit 
orchestras and as an arranger, which 
eventually lead to his original 
compositions being heard. 

Best known for his Afro-American 
Symphony (premiered in 1931, it was 
the most performed symphony of any 
American composer before 1950), Still 
composed many symphonies and 
operas, as well as music for ballets, 
chamber music, and arrangements of 
black spirituals which his Grandmother 
sang to him as a child. 

 

 “Still was a pioneer […] he 
was able to create music 
capable of interesting the 
greatest conductors of 
the day: truly serious 
music, but with a definite 
American flavor.” 

 

 

 

 

It is interesting to see how little is 
known of Still and his beautiful sound 
world in the UK today. Take, for 
example the “Phantom Chapel” for 
strings and piano, the simple melodies 
of the violin miniature Mother and 
Child, or the opening bars to the 
“radiantly ideal” symphonic poem, 
Africa. There is a kind of honesty in his 
music; it is actively reaching out to 
engage the listener.  

 

It is both fresh and reminiscent, 
forward-looking yet fostered by the 
harmonies of Impressionism and jazz. 
Its themes are poignantly relevant to 
ongoing issues around racial injustice, 
begging the question of what caused it 
to be thrown it into such relative 
obscurity? Why do we not celebrate 
Still alongside the greats? 

Still was subjected to severe racial 
prejudice throughout his career, which 
continuously hampered his efforts for 
recognition. There is a particularly 
striking extract from the programme 
note to Troubled Island, Still’s opera, 
premiered by the New York City Opera 
in 1949. It was the first black-
composed work to be produced by a 

COMPOSER IN PROFILE: William Grant Still 
By Theo Bently Curtin 
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major opera company in the United 
States, and its premiere received no 
fewer than 22 curtain calls; but was 
cancelled after three shows following 
muted reviews from the critics: 
“Howard Taubmann (a critic and friend 
of Still) came to [him] and said ‘Billy, 
because I’m your friend I think that I 
should tell you this – the critics have 
had a meeting to decide what to do 
about your opera. They think the 
colored boy[sic] has gone far enough 
and they have voted to pan your 
opera.’” 

Still had limited success with his 
compositions thereafter, although he 
continued to write music and conduct 
into old age. Still died, impoverished, in 
1978 at the age of 83.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

His career and musical legacy was, 
and continues to be stifled by racial 
prejudice; listeners of Still’s music have 
been quick to point out that he was 
heavily influenced by the likes of 
George Gershwin (seen as the pioneer 
of American classical-jazz fusion). 
However, advocates of the composer 
state differently - that Gershwin in fact 
owed a lot of his compositional style to 
Still. 

At this time of global change and the 
worldwide Black Lives Matter 
movement, we must all work to create 
a more accepting, unprejudiced world 
of classical music; one where Still 
would receive the legacy he so clearly 
merits. 
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“O body swayed by music, o 
brightening glance, how can we know 
the dancer from the dance” ; W.B 
Yeats words run through Cathy 
Marsden’s joyous ballet ‘The Cellist’, 
based on the life of Jacqueline du Pré 
and premiered in February 2020 at the 
Royal Opera House. Marsden 
describes it as a ‘tale of love and loss’, 
but the lover in question is unique in its 
form: the cello of du Pré. 

The cello is the narrator of this story; 
dancer Marcelino Sambé rarely leaves 
the stage, just visible in the shadows, 
he perches on the curved wooden set 
as he watches every scene, a ‘meta-
being’. Sambé embodies not only the 
instrument, but also the ‘spirit of 
music’, an ever-present, guiding figure 
who seems to physicalise and 
heighten Jackie’s emotional 
experiences and expression. This love 
story between instrument and player 
struck a chord: the chemistry (as 
portrayed by Lauren Cuthbertson - 
Jacqueline - and Sambé in the initial 
pas de deux) is instant.  

Marsden’s choreography is organic 
and flowing; lines and limbs are blurred 
in melting gestures and lifts that show 
a symbiotic relationship. Jackie 
breathes life into the cello, and it 
supports and guides her; not simply a 
vehicle, but a friend and equal. 

The extraordinary ability of Jacqueline 
du Pré is well known. In March 1961, at 
the age of sixteen, she made her debut 
at the Wigmore Hall and the following 
year performed her most renowned 
piece, the Elgar cello Concerto in E 
minor, at the Royal Festival Hall. It is 
apparent that Jacqueline did not 
experience the struggle between 
technical capability and creative 
expression which most young players 
spend years trying to overcome.  

 

 

 

I, for one, am often painfully aware of 
the frustration that comes from feeling 
that your technique is always a step 
behind the emotion you’re trying to 
evoke. Jacqueline however seemed to 
experience this in reverse: after 
performing her first concert, she 
described how ‘a brick wall came 
down’, and she was finally able to 
communicate freely. Yet, cruelly, when 
most musicians are enjoying their 
prime, Jacqueline’s wall was 
irreversibly reinstated in the form of 
Multiple Sclerosis. 

The playful freedom of du Pré is initially 
revealed as ‘young Jackie’ in the 
teasing cat-and-mouse scene with her 
sister. The two students from the Royal 
Ballet lower school weave in and out of 
each other, passing around the vinyl 
record - a key motif and prop - before 

‘The Cellist’ Review By Ellen Wilkinson 
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Jackie presses play. Elgar’s rich 
opening motif fills the space, 
performed in the pit by Royal Academy 
of Music alumni, cellist Hetty Snell. 
Jackie is instantly captivated, ‘bright 
eyes’ and body alive with the melody 
that would come to shape her life and 
legacy. 

In researching for the article, I 
interviewed cellists at RAM, and was 
struck by the parallels in their first 
experiences of du Pré and her most 
famous recordings. First year 
undergraduate cellist, Gloria Kim, 
recalls her mother frequently playing a 
recording of the Elgar around the 
house when she was eight years old. 
Jessica Abrahams, also first year 
Undergraduate, paints a similar 
picture: Jacqueline’s Dvorak was the 
first cello recording she ever heard, as 
her grandparents played it softly in the 
background when she visited to entice 
her into picking up the instrument. 

The ballet is an homage to the cello; 
Philip Feeney’s moving score is a 
patchwork of the instrument’s most 
famous composers, featuring Elgar, 
Mendelssohn, Fauré, Piatti, Schubert 
and Rachmaninoff. The set, designed 
by Hildegard Bechtler, resembles the 
inside of the cello, and the vinyl 
records represent sound waves. 
Marsden describes Sambé as ‘visual 
music’- ‘it oozes out of him’- and 
explains that her first port of call was 
to explore the ‘human cello’ positions 
in ballet (and discovered many!). The 
curves of the instrument are easily 
likened to an anthropic shape, and its 
timbre is widely deemed to share the 
best similarity with the human voice, 
and thus is very appealing. 

Du Pré is renowned for her youthful 
exuberance and disregard for the 
rules; she re-interpreted many of the 
standard markings in the Elgar and 
Dvorak, to the extent that cello master 
Rostropovich declared ‘it’s all wrong, 
but don’t change a thing’. Jackie 
moved an unconventional amount 
when playing, which is partly why her 
character translates easily to dance, 

and is even more heart-breaking to 
watch as she develops Multiple 
Sclerosis; Cuthbertson portrays the 
debilitating effects to a body and mind 
that once moved with so much organic 
vitality.  

 

In 1971, Jacqueline noticed a loss of 
sensitivity in her fingers, which then 
spread to other parts of her body; she 
was diagnosed with MS in October 
1973 and was forced to stop 
performing at age 28. Perhaps the 
most poignant moment in the piece is 
when Cuthbertson raises her arm to 
bow, only for her hand to shake 
uncontrollably; the orchestra falls 
silent and there is an uncomfortably 
long pause as Jackie slowly lowers her 
trembling hand, in which it sinks in for 
the audience and du Pré that she can 
never perform again. 

Yet, in that painful moment, young 
Jackie wanders on stage clutching a 
record: the enduring legacy of a 
remarkable woman, still considered 
one of the best cellists of all time, 
famous for the unprecedented ferocity 
and emotional intensity in which she 
attacked the music. The ‘smiley’ girl is 
frozen in time, unaware that her mark 
on the musical landscape changed 
the way that cellists today approach 
their most famous repertoire. RAM 
cellists Jessica and Gloria both 
described that Jacqueline inspired 
them, as female cellists, to make a 
‘powerful sound’. What I take away 
most is her enduring sense of mischief 
and her cheeky grin; making music is, 
after all, meant to be fun. 
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When I think of performing outdoors, I 
am instantly reminded of playing 
questionable arrangements of 
Pachelbel’s Canon at windy May 
weddings, where music is the lowest 
priority. Mary Bevan’s June outdoor 
series ‘Music at the Tower’ changed 
my perspective on standard concert 
venues and opened a wealth of 
possibility for performance practice. 

The concert opened with BWV 202, a 
secular cantata thought to have been 
composed for a wedding, perhaps 
even Bach’s wedding to Anna 
Magdalena. The most successful 
movement was the final ‘Gavotte’. 
Top-heavy orchestration with the oboe 
and violin doubling the melody is a 
standard feature of French baroque 
music, with the flute, oboe and violin 
sharing the ‘dessus’ line. This 
orchestration often poses a balance 
problem in a standard concert venue 
and a unison passage is treated with 
trepidation, rehearsed until uniformity 
is achieved. St Mary’s Tower enabled 
the melody to ring out, undoing the 
standard of equally balanced parts 
which makes little sense for some 
genres. 

Another impressive feature of this 
concert was the clarity of the bass 
group. Despite the physical distance 
between the soprano, cello and double 
bass, the cello solo aria ‘Phoebus eilt 
mit schnellen Pferden’ was beautifully 
together.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Much like the windy outdoors, in 
muddy acoustic settings of the early 
1700s (such as large theatres and 
churches) it is possible to imagine the 
swathes of continuo-players providing 
some order among the chaos. 

However, we can learn from the 
shortcomings of this concert: specific 
musical effects like the delicately 
gradated echo in the violin solo from 
the aria ‘Wenn die Frühlingslüfte 
streichen’ were lost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUTDOOR CONCERTS: life before the 

concert hall By Marguerite Wassermann 
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It may be interesting to consider 
alternate, and not so literal, meanings 
for this dramatic echo, such as varied 
articulation or opposing phrase 
directions. Similarly, the lack of sight-
line between the oboist, continuo 
group, and soprano meant that it was 
unfeasible for him to take time to 
breathe in ‘Sich üben im Lieben’. 

The most thrilling part of the outdoor 
performance is the dismantling of 
concert laws. Despite some initial 
audience trepidation, a particularly 
long pause as the performers 
rearranged their complex web of 
clothes pegs made it clear that 
movements would be delineated and 
that clapping was welcome, if not 
necessary. 

Musicians are often taught to control 
every aspect of a performance, 
enabled by hermetically sealed 
concert halls, which give a performer 
immense power to dictate audience 
experience. Videos are worse: we are 
warned that body language, tuning 
practices, the release of the 
instrument, walk and gaze are all 
important parts of music performance, 
and we should decide how they are 
incorporated in advance. Although 
painted as professionally polished, it 
feels uncomfortable and alien to 
emulate. Physicality and stage 
presence are an important part of a 
performer’s personality, but to think 
that there is an ideal performance 
body to copy is terrifying. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outdoor performance spaces loosen 
the performer’s grip on their audience. 
A listener can enter a cycle of 
distraction, experiencing momentary 
drifting focus on the music. The anxiety 
of holding an audience’s attention can 
force performers into gimmicky 
interpretations; in this setting I felt 
liberated by how my surroundings 
structured the ebbs and flows of 
concentration. A particularly loud 
screech from a magpie or someone 
walking behind me created a 
fluctuation of thought, free of the guilt 
induced by a mind drifting in a space 
designed for focus.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Performances which admit the 
existence of the outside world are 
exhilarating; the most memorable 
parts of concerts I have watched or 
played in were when the outside 
intervened and changed the state of 
play: a lost final page descending into 
an improvised coda or a wayward clap 
in a pause bar signifying the first 
interaction between performer and 
audience. These interruptions, 
experienced by every musician, place 
the music in dialogue with its 
surroundings and validate the 
spontaneity of live performance 

  

A listener can enter a 
cycle of distraction, 
experiencing 
momentary drifting 
focus on the music 

The most memorable 
parts of concerts I have 
watched or played in 
were when the outside 
intervened and changed 
the state of play 

“ 

“ 

.” 

.” 
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At 2pm on Saturday the 30th of 
May, German-Russian pianist Igor 
Levit seated himself in front of the 
Steinway in a Berlin studio and 
began to perform for an online 
audience. The concert finished at 
5.30 the following Sunday 
morning. On the programme was 
a single piece: Erik Satie’s 
enigmatic curio, Vexations. 

Dating from 1893, this 
composition - a single sheet of 
manuscript - bears the inscription, 
“Pour se jouer 840 fois de suite ce 
motif, il sera bon de se préparer au 
préalable, et dans le plus grand 
silence, par des immobilités 
sérieuses” (to play this motif eight 
hundred and forty times in a row, it 
would be advisable to prepare 
oneself beforehand, in the 
deepest silence, through serious 
immobilities). Since the first known 
performance in 1963, which was 
organised by John Cage, these 
words have been interpreted as 
an instruction to play the four lines 
of music eight hundred and forty 
times, in a monumental feat of 
endurance for performer and 
listener alike. 

Music of a repetitive nature and 
extreme duration seems 
particularly apt at present, even 
as we move to reanimate the 
suspended temporality of our 
post-Covid world. In recent 
months, I have found a strange 
comfort in listening to the late 
works of American composer 
Morton Feldman.  

 

 

 

Born in New York City in 1926, 
Feldman came of age in an 
environment of heady artistic 
experimentation, befriending John 
Cage in 1950, and working 
alongside the likes of Jackson 
Pollock and Mark Rothko 
throughout his career. His earlier 
compositions explored the reach 
of indeterminate music, but 
gradually he moved towards more 
precise methods of notation, and 
in the last decade of his life began 
writing very long, single movement 
pieces, often in excess of ninety 
minutes, sometimes (as in String 
Quartet II and For Phillip Guston) 
lasting several hours. 

 

In contrast to his gregarious 
demeanour in person, Feldman’s 
pieces are almost always a model 
of restraint, presenting sounds as 
sourceless whispers, pregnant 
with barely disclosed meaning 
and emotion. While often 
described through metaphors of 
shifting landscapes, the terrain 

LISTENING IN LOCKDOWN 
By Richard Montgomery 
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explored in Feldman’s music 
rarely extends beyond interior 
domains; after listening to one of 
his late masterpieces, I invariably 
feel that I have become better 
acquainted with the private 
processes of my own mind.  

The question of repetition is 
central to understanding this 
music. Despite their extreme 
duration, these works are neither 
epic nor traditionally discursive. 
Rather, what sense of structure 
there is emerges from a 
procession of evolving fragments 
setting up a network of 
associations, through which the 
music develops a recursive 
relationship with its own past. And 
while these fragments may sound 
highly repetitive, often they are 
subtle variants of what has come 
before, in a technique that 
Feldman referred to as ‘crippled 
symmetry’. One may sense that 
the music is not quite the same, 
but be unable to place a finger on 
precisely how. 

In his book Music and Memory, 
Bob Snyder notes that “every 
musical event either develops a 
connection with the previous 
event or separates itself from it to 
some degree”. In a work like For 
Bunito Marcus, Feldman’s 
penultimate solo piano piece, the 
lines are blurred between the 
continuity and segmentation of 
material. As the music unfolds, 
connections between hitherto 
discrete elements are revealed, 
amalgamating one set of 
fragments into another. This effect 
is bewildering, and when I reached 
the end of the piece for the first 
time, I could no longer remember 
how it had begun. The nexus 
between fragments achieves such 

a state of saturation as to 
completely subsume any sense of 
teleology. 

These meditations on time and 
experience make a striking 
parallel with global society 
brought indefinitely to a halt. 
Speaking ahead of his Vexations 
marathon, Levit also drew 
attention to this parallel: 

At some point, you lose the 
perspective of time—like now. 
You lose the perspective of an 
end—like now. I think at some 
point I will lose the hope that this 
will ever end—like now. Maybe I 
won’t make it. It’s just about 
surviving. Like now. 

In fact, Levit did far more than 
simply survive his performance. 
Unlike the approach of most other 
renditions, he sought to narrativise 
Satie’s piece, varying tempo and 
gesture wildly between iterations. 
If Feldman’s music, intricately 
patterned and variegated as it is, 
negates any sense of direction, 
here was a pianist proving that it is 
possible to scramble up a vast, 
featureless wall, driven by will 
power alone. 

As we stagger, blinking, into our 
new world, I think both musical 
lessons are necessary. Feldman 
can teach us how to mourn for 
everything we have lost, offering 
us a space in which past and 
present are the single face of a 
Möbius strip. And Satie, via the 
artistry of Igor Levit, can teach us 
to endure the challenges of the 
future. After this deep silence and 
these serious immobilities, 
perhaps we can write new stories 
of our own. 
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We All Looked Up - Tommy Wallach 

‘We All Looked Up’ follows four 
teenagers in America as the world 
discovers an incoming asteroid and 
the looming possibility of the end of the 
world. Each teenager struggles with 
the sudden panic that ensues whilst 
dealing with the familiar issues of 
identity, purpose and what the future 
holds. 

This book is an example of apocalyptic 
fiction done well; although filled with 
darkness as doom draws near, 
frequent tender moments creating a 
bizarre hopefulness. Wallach provides 
an insight into human behaviour when 
faced with a problem they cannot fix: 
people become selfish and cruel, and 
more desperate than ever to forge 
meaningful connections with others. 

Amidst the chaos of COVID 19 and the 
ever-worsening climate crisis, ‘We All 
Looked Up’ is a reminder of how fragile 
society is, and how it is essential to find 
beauty and balance when everything 
is falling apart. 

 

Quotes: 

“Why had he assumed time was some 
sort of infinite resource? Now the 
hourglass had busted open, and what 
he’d always assumed was just a 
bunch of sand turned out to be a 
million tiny diamonds.” 

 “But it was funny, or better than funny, 
that sometimes two people could be 
feeling the exact same thing at the 
exact same time.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do not say we have nothing - 
Madeleine Thein 

In Canada 1991, Marie and her mother 
invite into their home Ai-Ming, a 
Chinese refugee fleeing the post-
Tiananmen Square crackdown. She 
comes with countless stories, 
spanning seven decades and several 
generations of one family experience 
of Mao’s China. Ai-Ming’s tales outline 
four main periods of a tumultuous half-
century: the land reform campaigns of 
the early 1950s, described as a 
‘classicide’, in which hundreds of 
thousands of landlords were killed by 
tenants and land was re-distributed to 
the peasantry; The Cultural Revolution, 
1966-76, a purge of all capitalist and 
traditional culture to preserve the 
Communist ideal; the Tiananmen 
Square protests, 1989, where 
thousands of students were murdered 
while demanding freedom of speech, 
and Marie’s present in Canada, 1991. 

‘Do Not Say We Have Nothing’ is a 
hard-hitting account of the vast 

Three Books I’d Read Again (And 

Again And Again) By Athalie Armon-Jones 

“THE BACK PAGES” 
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human impact of Mao’s politics; Thein 
combines historical fact with beautiful 
storytelling to create a living, breathing 
memory. 

Music is crucial to the stories; the 
Cultural Revolution features three 
young musicians struggling to stay 
loyal to their passion while being 
persecuted for their talent. The 
struggle of artists in testing times is 
achingly relevant: the future of music 
as a career today is scarily fragile. 

Quotes: 

“What happened if you melted a 
person down layer by layer? What if 
there was nothing between the layers, 
and nothing at the centre, only quiet?” 

“The music made her wonder, ‘Does it 
alter us more to be heard, or to hear?’” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘The Lonely City: Adventures in the 
Art of Being Alone’ - Olivia Laing 

 ‘The Lonely City’ reflects on Laing’s 
solitary move to New York, and how, 
when facing unexpectedly brutal 
loneliness, she found solace in famous 
artists (such as Andy Warhol) who felt 
similarly adrift. Warhol’s life was a 
battle with his body and physical 

existence, which worsened after he 
was shot in 1968; the effects of the 
injury never disappeared, and the 
artist was prone to passive 
observation rather than active 
participation of life. 

Laing blends research, biography, and 
memoir in an examination of what it is 
to be lonely, compounding her own 
experiences with those of eight artists 
who lived in New York and how 
loneliness permeated their works. She 
explores a selection of artwork, 
including Hopper’s ‘Nighthawks’ and 
Warhol’s audio ‘Time Capsules’. 

As I reread this in lockdown, its 
relevance felt universal. The internet 
was overflowing with feelings of 
shame around isolation. In ‘The Lonely 
City’, Laing clarifies that loneliness is 
valid, and has been a source of 
inspiration for many great artists. 

Quotes: 

“Loneliness feels like such a shameful 
experience, so counter to the lives we 
are supposed to lead, that it becomes 
increasingly inadmissible, a taboo 
state whose confession seems 
destined to cause others to turn and 
flee.” 

“Loneliness, longing, does not mean 
one has failed, but simply that one is 
alive.” 
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3. Add the finely chopped mushrooms 
and drained lentils and dry for 4-5 
minutes. Add the chopped tomatoes 
and fresh basil and leave to simmer 
over low heat for 15 minutes whilst 
you cook the pasta. Once cooked, 
add the pasta and the coconut milk 
and stir through. 

4. Serve with fresh basil and 
pecorino/Parmesan or a vegan 
cheese! 

 

 

MUSHROOM AND LENTIL RAGU 

GET COOKING 

INGREDIENTS: (serves 4) 

• 150g dry green lentils 

• 700ml water 

• 1 tbsp olive oil 

• 1 onion, finely chopped 

• 4 cloves garlic, minced 

• 4 tbsp tomato purée 

• 2 tsp paprika 

• 2 tsp oregano 

• 1 tsp thyme 

• Pinch of salt and pepper 

• 300g mushrooms, finely 
chopped 

• 1 can chopped tomatoes 

• 100ml coconut milk 

• Handful of fresh basil 

 

Ailsa Louise McTernan (@ the_veggiestudent) 
shares with us some of her favourite vegan 
recipes. Check out Ailsa’s Instagram for more 
delicious, easy to make recipes! 

 

 

METHOD: 

1. Begin by placing the dry lentils in a 
saucepan, adding the water and 
bringing to boil. Boil over medium to 
high heat for 10 minutes before 
simmering gently for a further 25 
minutes. 

2. 10 minutes before the lentils are 
ready, start frying the onion in a wok 
or large non-stick frying pan with the 
oil over low heat for 6 minutes. Then 
add the garlic, spices and purée and 
cook for a few mins until fragrant. 
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INGREDIENTS: 
(serves 3) 

• 100g dry green 
lentils 

• 500ml water 

• 200g mushrooms 

• 2 cloves garlic 

• 2 tsp hot chilli 
powder 

• 1 tsp paprika 

• 1 tsp cumin 

• ½ tsp sugar 
• ½ tsp cinnamon 

• 1 tbsp tomato 
purée 

• 1 can chopped 
tomatoes 

• 150ml veg stock 

• Salt and pepper 

• Handful of fresh 
coriander 

METHOD: 

Begin by placing the lentils in the 
water, bringing to boil and leaving 
for 10 minutes. After this, turn the 
heat down to low and simmer 
gently for 20 minutes. 

5 minutes before the lentils are 
done, in a large wok or saucepan 
start frying the chopped 
mushrooms in a little oil for 4 
minutes before adding the minced 
garlic, spice and purée. 

Meanwhile, drain the lentils and 
add to the mushroom pan along 
with the boiling stock and kidney 
beans. Stir over medium heat for 2 
mins before adding the chopped 
tomatoes and sugar. Simmer 
gently for 8 mins, adding 
coriander and salt/pepper 
halfway through. 

Serve with rice or a jacket potato. 

INGREDIENTS: 
(serves 4) 

• 2 medium 
potatoes 

• 1 onion 

• 4 cloves garlic  

• 4cm piece fresh 
ginger 

• 2 tsp coriander 
• 1 tsp cumin 

• 1 tsp turmeric 

• 1 tsp garam 
masala 

• 1 tbsp tomato 
purée 

• 1 tsp plain flour 

• 2 cups plant milk  
(I used oat) 

• 3 handfuls of 
spinach 

METHOD: 

Peel and chop the potatoes into 
small chunks and sauté (in 1-2 
tbsp oil) over medium to high 
heat for 8 minutes. 

Remove the potato and put 
aside before frying the onion 
over medium heat for 5 
minutes. Add the minced garlic 
and ginger and cook for a 
further 2 minutes. 

Add the spices, purée and flour 
and cook for a few minutes until 
a paste is made. Add the 
potatoes and the milk and stir. 
Bring to a boil, add the spinach 
and turn to a low heat, 
simmering gently for about 6 
minutes. 

Serve with rice of naan (or as a 
side to another curry!) 

VEGAN CHILLI 

CREAMY SAG ALOO with rice 

Follow Ailsa on Instagram @ the_veggiestudent 
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VICTORIA SPONGE CAKE 
INGREDIENTS 

• 170g of unsalted butter, room temperature 
• 170g of all-purpose flour, sifted 
• 3 ¼ tsp of baking powder 
• ½ tsp of salt 
• 175g of granulated sugar 
• 3 large eggs 
• 2 tbsp of milk 

 

 

1. To assemble; layer the jam and dollop 
half of the cream on the first cake. Add 
sliced strawberries or raspberries, then 
place the second cake on top of this. 
Dust with confectioners’ sugar and 
decorate with whole or sliced fruit of 
your choice. 

 

METHOD 
2. Preheat the oven to 180°C, then grease and line 

the bottoms of the cake tins with baking paper. 
3. In a medium bowl, mix the flour, baking powder 

and salt, and put to one side. 
4. In a separate bowl beat the butter and sugar 

together until light and fluffy.  
5. Next beat in the eggs one at a time until 

combined, then beat in the milk. Fold the flour 
mixture into the batter until smooth and 
distribute evenly into the cake tins. 

6. Bake for 25 to 30 minutes, or until golden brown. 
To check - insert a toothpick or knife into the 
centre and ensure it comes out clean. Leave to 
cool for 10 minutes, then turn out onto a wire 
rack to cool completely. 

 

 

Add 800g of rinsed raspberries, 700g of   
granulated sugar, and 5 tbsp of lemon juice to  
  the saucepan. 
 

Put the pan over low heat, stirring occasionally   
until the sugar has dissolved. 

  Bring jam to a rolling boil for about 7 minutes. 

   To test the jam, take the sauce pan off the  
 heat and place a few drops of jam onto a 
chilled saucer.  
  

                   Place a saucer in the fridge for about a minute.  

  Test the set by running your finger through the 
              jam, if it forms a crinkle and is gel-like then the  
           jam is ready to pot up. If the jam isn’t ready,    
        continue boiling for 2 minutes at a time and    
    re-test until ready. 

 
Use a small ladle to pot up the jam in sterilised jars and seal    
with lids immediately – recipe makes 2 jars (900 mls in total). 

 

RASPBERRY JAM RECIPE 

Recipe submitted by 
Lydia Walquist  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sun was streaming, 

Screaming to be noticed 

Yearning for children to tumble into it, 

Elbows knocking knees. 

 

The sun was taunting, cackling, 

As it painted memories of summers past, 

Lovers entangled, old friends embracing. 

Picnics, strawberries, hair sticky with sun cream and ice lollies, 

Sandy toes resting in dancing rays. 

 

The sun resented masks, grey faces, the disjointed sidestep to avoid collision. 

It needed a crowd of admirers, united in its glory, 

not the solitary shuffle from home to supermarket to home. 

The shifty second detour to the park, guilt etching lines into the eyes 

Of the lone figure soaking in the final streams. 

 

The sun was choked by plastic gloves, scarves wrapped tightly around mouths, 

A muffled cough quickly stifled, alarmed glances swiftly hidden, 

an incessant, unrelenting distrust casting shadows and an impenetrable chill. 

 

The sun was fed up with streaming and taunting and choking, 

so, it rained, restrained, frustrated tears pouring from charcoal clouds. 

And the sun hibernated along with everyone else, 

Eyes shut tightly; fingers crossed for brighter days. 

  
 
 
Ellen Wilkinson 
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Once upon a stormy morn, 

My friends and I alight 

A train to carry us partway, 

-the other half, a flight. 

 

Throughout the night a tempest blew, 

Tore at us in our slumber. 

Gnarled fingered trees, twisted grew  

Pronged tongue flashes, thunder.  

 

The sky in turmoil, bubbling, brewing  

All the while we travel.  

Clouds above are overflowing, 

The heavens now unravel... 

“Hope” is the thing with feathers - 

That perches in the soul - 

And sings the tune without the words - 

And never stops - at all - 

 

And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard - 

And sore must be the storm - 

That could abash the little Bird 

That kept so many warm - 

 

I’ve heard it in the chillest land - 

And on the strangest Sea - 

Yet - never - in Extremity, 

It asked a crumb - of me. 
 

Emily Dickinson 

“Hope” is the thing with feathers 
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Once upon a stormy morn, 

My friends and I alight 

A train to carry us partway, 

-the other half, a flight. 

 

Throughout the night a tempest blew, 

Tore at us in our slumber. 

Gnarled fingered trees, twisted grew  

Pronged tongue flashes, thunder.  

 

The sky in turmoil, bubbling, brewing  

All the while we travel.  

Clouds above are overflowing, 

The heavens now unravel... 

Ciara 
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